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EQT CONTINUES DEVICE EXIT

SCA gets deeper into health care
with proposed $2.9 billion BSN buy

Despite Cures Act,
regenerative med
faces uncertainty

By Omar Ford, Staff Writer

By Mark McCarty, Regulatory Editor

Svenska Cellulosa AB (SCA) has entered into an agreement to acquire Luxembourg,
Germany-based BSN Medical Ltd. for about $2.9 billion. The Stockholm, Swedenbased company is acquiring BSN from private equity firm EQT, and the transaction is
expected to close during 2Q17. The acquisition will give SCA access to the wound care
market and will be fully debt funded.
The BSN Medical buy comes on the heels of SCA revealing it would split into two
distinct companies – a global hygiene firm and forest products company. SCA said
that a distribution and listing of its hygiene business will create more shareholder
value and incur a relatively low transactional risk with low transaction costs. Its forest
products unit will retain the SCA name.
See BSN, page 3

The 21st Century Cures Act featured
several provisions for regenerative
medicine, most of which are aimed at
the FDA. Gil Van Bokkelen, chairman
and CEO of Athersys Inc., told Medical
Device Daily, that payers lack experience
with this branch of medical science, and
thus there is some uncertainty as to how
payers will view such therapies.

REPLACES VISCOSUPPLEMENTATION

MAINTENANCE, MAN

See Regenerative, page 4
OPENING DOORS ON XELERATOR

French regeneration
technology for treating
osteoarthritis in trial

Clovis handily adds tool
in ovarian therapy, will
show more data soon

Israel’s Medx Ventures
seeks earliest-stage
med-tech innovations

By Bernard Banga, Staff Writer

By Randy Osborne, Staff Writer

By Merrill Weber, Contributing Writer

Paris – Stemcis, a French company
specializing in adipose-tissue cell
engineering, is conducting a clinical
trial in Spain of its adipose stem
cell-based technology for treating
osteoarthritis. This treatment could
achieve a technological leap forward

The treatment vs. maintenance
conundrum raised by Clovis Oncology
Inc.’s accelerated approval of Rubraca
(rucaparib) therapy for advanced ovarian
cancer is nothing new, Robert Coleman,
one of the principal investigators in the
ARIEL trial program, told Medical Device

JERUSALEM – At a time when medical
device investors typically focus on
technology development, one Israeli
group is implementing a strategy
to search out and identify medical
technologies at their earliest stages and
push them forward.

See Stemcis, page 5
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Production Editor Andrea Gonzalez
on one of med-tech’s key sectors
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Continued from page 1
The launch of a new accelerator this month pushes that effort
that much further. The group, Medx Ventures, was established
in 2011 by Harel Gadot, who previously was worldwide group
marketing director for Ethicon at Johnson & Johnson, overseeing
global strategic marketing. Medx Ventures’ strategy is to
evaluate prospective portfolio companies for the quality of their
management team, technology and intellectual property and then
assist those companies in developing their products. This strategy
seems to work.
“For five years [since the founding of Medx Ventures] no portfolio
company has missed a development milestone or a budget
milestone,” Gadot said.
Medx Ventures – which has the gamut of expertise in R&D, finance,
business development and regulatory compliance – is now taking
its strategy further and expanding its scope.
Earlier this month Medx Ventures opened the doors to Israel’s
newest high-tech incubator, Medx Xelerator. Medx Xelerator is
expected to invest in minimally invasive procedures, medical
robotics, medical implants (including drug eluting implants), drugdevice combinations and digital health.
The Medx Xelerator is one of 19 privately owned and operated
incubators that are part of the incubator program of the Israel
Innovation Authority, formerly the Office of the Chief Scientist
in the Ministry of Economy of the State of Israel (OCS). Under
the incubator program, the group that manages the incubator
makes its own decisions regarding portfolio companies, subject
to approval of the OCS. The OCS covers 85 percent of the cost of
funding approved companies during their two-year term in the
incubator.
The Medx Xelerator is owned by a consortium that includes Medx
Ventures, the Sheba Medical Center in Israel, Boston Scientific
Corporation and Intellectual Ventures, a company founded by
Nathan Myrhvold, the former chief technology officer at Microsoft,
and that includes Bill Gates as an active participant. The incubator
began operating in September and is currently evaluating five
companies. Gadot expects that the incubator will submit those
companies to the OCS for approval in January.
And while the incubator is located in Israel, the entrepreneurs may
come from all over the world.
Gadot said that the Medx Xelerator will originate new technologies
“rather than fight with other Israeli incubators for the same IP.” In
his analysis, translatable ideas are found in three ways: passively,
actively, and proactively. The passive approach is to wait to be
approached by entrepreneurs. The active approach is to develop
relationships with technology transfer offices (TTOs) and physicians
with ideas. The proactive approach is to work in partnership with
the physicians to develop new ideas. The Medx Xelerator will
function as a “pre-seed” incubator, providing the opportunity to
develop new products in collaboration with leading experts.
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Intellectual Ventures, Gadot said, “is adding tons of value [in
advancing the proactive approach]. TTOs in Israel are extremely
interested in collaborating with them.” Intellectual Ventures offers
“innovation sessions” in which a network of doctors who are expert
in their fields, and researchers such as Robert Langer, the David H.
Koch Institute Professor at MIT, will meet to understand problems
encountered by physicians in their own medical practices and then
work to develop solutions to those problems.
Significantly, Gadot said that rights to solutions will belong to the
physician or his institution’s TTO, and that Medx will license them
in the same manner as though the physicians or the TTO had
presented the ideas fully formed.
“We wanted to ensure that we are working with the TTOs and the
physicians in a win-win situation,” Gadot said.
Gadot sits on the board of the Medx Xelerator along with
representatives of Boston Scientific, Intellectual Ventures, the
Sheba Medical Center, and the Corundum Open Innovation Fund,
a venture capital fund backed by Japanese corporations that
invests in Israel high-tech companies. He also serves as CEO and
chairman of Microbot Medical Ltd., a medical device company that
is developing micro-robotic devices to perform surgical procedures.
That company went public (NASDAQ: MBOT) in November 2016
through a reverse merger and currently has a market capitalization
of approximately $300 million.
Clearly, Gadot does not want to wait for technology but chase
after it.
In addition to the incubator, Medx Ventures plans to dive into
an even earlier stage of medical device development, with the
establishment of a pre-incubator “X Lab” where entrepreneurial
physicians and researchers will work to develop prototype
devices at no cost to the entrepreneurs. If the device developed
by one of these entrepreneurs turns out to be of interest to the
Medx Xelerator, then new companies will be formed around
the technologies and those companies will join the incubator.
If those technologies are not brought into the incubator, then
Medx will waive all rights to the technology. If that happens, the
entrepreneurs will have no further obligation to Medx, and they
will be free to take their technology anywhere they wish. “We don’t
know of another arrangement like that,” Gadot said.
Gadot is establishing a new way to measure success for a medical
device incubator.
“Success is not the number of companies you put in the incubator.
Success to me looks like how many companies after the incubator
will have the ability to live on their own.”
“If we bring in five companies per year, and four can raise
meaningful funds, find strategic partners, merge into other entities
to strengthen their positions, that to me is the measure of success.”
Medx has operations in Israel and in Boston. Gadot said that the
company has no current plans to set up operations in Silicon Valley
or elsewhere. “We need to consider Israel and the incubator as a
whole,” he said, and not be dependent on geographical presence to
originate new ideas.” //
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